
A Sunday Afternoon in Europe 





What can you say about the 
picture?



What are the people wearing?shirt

hat

pants

jacket

shoes

cap

brown

grey

black

white

Now, describe the person next to you.



What do they look like?

beard

moustache

young

tall

short

thin

Now say what the person next to you looks like.

…



Where is the man with the black beard?
He is next to the man playing the tuba .

NEXT TO



Where is the man playing the tuba?

IN THE MIDDLE OF

He is in the middle of the picture.



Where is the man playing the tuba?

BETWEEN

He is between the man with the black beard 
and the man with the green shirt..



Where are they playing?
They are standing in the street.

IN



Where is the girl?

IN FRONT OFBEHIND

She is behind the musicians.



Where are the musicians?

IN FRONT OFBEHIND

They are in front of the girl.





At the top

In the background

On the left

In the foreground

In the middle

In the bottom right-hand 
corner

In the top left-hand 
corner

At the bottom



In the picture I can see many three 
musicians. They are playing their 
instruments in the street. It is a hot day 
because they are not wearing coats.

The young man on the left of the 
pictures has a black beard. His hair is 
short and he is wearing a hat. The man in 
the middle of the picture is playing a tuba. 
I cannot see his face but he is shorter that 
the others. 



I like the picture because it 
makes me feel happy and it reminds 
me of my summer holidays.



Work in small groups and talk about the picture. 
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